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Notes -

• Most people don’t need to taught, they just needed to reminded. So, those
principles need to be reminded
• Main thing in life to keep main thing as main thing
• Its not knowing it, but what you are now-ing it
• Technology revolution doesn’t make us
• When technology supports humanity, then that technology will become
revolutionary otherwise technology will become degradation
• We IITs Btechs generally called as bhatke and mtech they call as matke
• The whole training in IIT is to be hatke
• Its not that machine breaks but peoples breaks
• So many engg needs to fix machine but when people breaks then we need the
people to fix the people's heart
• What is the most imp factor needed to someone to successful?
NICE - Observation ○ The most imp factor needed to be successful is observation
○ This observation ability to see properly where we can take those steps to
become successful
○ We tend to miss so much learning because we don’t have quality of observation
○ Supreme Lord and balarama who are like spiritual master and supreme lord.

○
○
○
○
○
○
○

They came here on a talent hunt for selecting proper candidate for a mission
of establishing dharma
In assembly all the qualified candidates materally was present there and in
amidst krsna and balarama was observing that who is that talent and
attitude to be an instrument in my mission.
Almost all of them had a mood of overpowering.
When arjuna comes to see the bow, he doesn’t gets overpowered by it and
many times when we see the great challenge we just get totally shrinked
into our shoes that we cannot able to perform.
So, capacity is there but arena and intensity of the atmosphere just makes
blind and we cannot able to perform
Similarly, arjuna comes when all the kashatriyas lost and it was disgraced of
whole of the kshatriyas and leadership of the society and people would have
lost faith.
Compromise people trust in the leadership
If kshatriya wouldn’t fulfil the promises then many times brahmanas comes
to rescue them to establish that trust
When arjuna comes first he circumambulates the challenge and honors it, he
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○ When arjuna comes first he circumambulates the challenge and honors it, he

doesn’t disrespect and neither he was overpowered by it nor he was
overconfident
○ Whenever we take up the challenge something difficult usually we takes too
easily and they fail and someone takes too seriously that they cannot
perform. Example - Fear of Public Speaking
○ Mood of arjuna was - being confident in his own ability but that confident
didn’t turned into arrogant where he disrespect his challenge or demeaning
the challenge
○ When a person is tested in different points of view - social, financial, physical its
that passing the test
○ This showed to krsna by not just ability of arjuna but also the character of

arjuna.

○ Our talent and attitude both are imp to progress in our career or

achievements

○ If you really want to grow our life, you need to have observation and basically
this is lacking in today's age
○ If you really want to improve on it, then you need to observe and that eleminate
of observation is missing
○ Many times our life is temple run getting away from all these
○ Just like in cricket fields that there is observing strengths and to able to observe
in different aspects of person and to ouselves where we crater into.
○ If we don’t observe the need then you may spoil the relationship and bonding to
move ahead in relationship
Needs
Interest
Concerns
Expectation

○ If you able to this 4things then you have proper or nice observation
○ If you just have talent, but not good attitude of being respectful either
○
○
○
○

people or projects then we tend to abuse them or neglect them/
Krsna appreciated this of wonderful quality of ability, talent and attitude in
arjuna
Arjuna was very much capable but krsna saw pandavas that they are not
properly placed
Every talent also needs a proper place where it is flourished
Krsna observed everything strengths about arjuna and at the same time he
observed limitation

KISS your Limitation Keep
It
Simple and
Significant
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○ Many times we fail to observe limitations in our life and if we observe limitations

then our things defend to us

○ The element arjuna has to fight to administer the quality and this quality can
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

flourish into particular environment and if we don’t expose into certain element
then
Krsna saw limitations of pandavas to resign themselves to go back to hastinapur
and this is not the place you will flourished and if not hastinapur, you can
consider drupada for the opinions
Limitations inspires creativity
When you face your limitation, then the same limitations you are facing, others
also facing some other limitation. So let me not think about so much but how
limitations can give us strength
Just like we have limitations, mind also have limitation to process the data and
mind selects what is imp to it but it selects particular data which is needed
Even people have limitations and the main thing people have limitation to much
understand and observation is to see what is
Trying to know how significant we must need to technology is as simple as
important
The more you understand people then you will be more successful
Although FB IG have so much limitation and the more the people to handle that
data that is there
This the limitations showed to krsna by not just ability of arjuna but also the
character of arjuna.
Our talent and attitude both are imp to progress in our career or achievements

MERA Discipline ○ Discipline is the element that takes our life to from rock to sculpture and to
make rock into sculpture requires discipline
○ Krsna asked arjuna to make
○ One is inner discipline about attitude and out discipline is habit
○ Habit and attitude would chisel the hard rock into beautiful sculpture
 M - Morning
 E - Evening
 Repeat (hammer)
□ The attitude is proper angle or patience which helps us to sculpt
beautiful sculpture
 Attitude (chisel)
□ Because we don’t have right habit, we cannot move well and this
attitude needs regular chiping away the destraction
○ Discipline is the key to success to make your life successful
○ To have a great discipline we need to have the ○ Morning and evening is the discipline is to make us proper adjustment
○ If you don’t have discipline then tag along someone to make us discipline
HI Gratitude ○ Almost every person needs to have grounding. Everyone will face the shocks
○ Like anything big like laptops and fridge is earthing where the ions get easily
affected to it. So, it needs grounding.
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affected to it. So, it needs grounding.
○ Similarly, we also need to have grounding that I am here because I am standing
on the shoulders of the giants
○ If I am able to see what is ahead because I am sitting on somone's shoulders.
So, I am able to see it.
○ Those who are grateful that I am only adding what is actually seen
• Newton said I am just a small child and whatever I am able to see is because of
others
○ Therefore, newton gives his experiment as Calculus which means small little
sand
○ And anyone is successful and happy then has to be have gratitude where
people have supported them
○ Many times, we don’t observe the things which are around us which made us
successful
○ We can take support who is around us and you be humble
○ Humility and integrity is very imp to have heights
○ Just like kite flying in the air and has connected and holded with someone with
thread that can kite can move higher and as the connection of the kite which is
thread is break-off then kite falls down
○ That thread is the blessings we got from God, parents, to get to higher and
higher and never falls
Thank you very much
Hare Krishna
QnAs Which 5 books you recommend?
• Man search for meaning by victor frankl
• Bhagavad Gita
• The Journey Home by Radhanath Swami
• The Journey Within by Radhanath Swami
• Falling upward by Richyard Rowl
What was the first moment when you realized to take the path that you take?
• One is emotional and emotion was that my bro was in train accident and that time I

was in hospital and the science has not all the answers and we don’t really have
understandings that we experience and rational along with that I have BG that all the
puzzle of life you don’t need to be like this but to be able to practice high
consciousness to build peace and environment we must develop in a matured way,
but not sentimental way
• What BG can do, nothing can do.
How to overcome the fear of loosing something?
• We all value more outside in the world what you have and the more you are in
outside of the world and in pursuit of that you loosing something
• The more imp is your own sanity and stability than a things
• If what I am is that what I have
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• If what I am is that what I have
• If I don’t have anything then who I am
• Many times we worth what we have and there is a thing more than what you have

then that is the tool will make us to be happy

What are the 3 verses very close to heart?
• 2.14 matra sparshastu kaunteya
• 3.35 -

Sreyaan Svadharmo vigunaha
para dharma sva anustithat
sva-dharme nidhanaṁ śreyaḥ
para-dharmo bhayāvahaḥ

It is far better to discharge one’s prescribed duties, even though faultily, than
another’s duties perfectly. Destruction in the course of performing one’s own duty is
better than engaging in another’s duties, for to follow another’s path is dangerous.

• 18.66 sarva-dharmān parityajya
mām ekaṁ śaraṇaṁ vraja
ahaṁ tvāṁ sarva-pāpebhyo
mokṣayiṣyāmi mā śucaḥ
Abandon all varieties of religion and just surrender unto Me. I shall deliver you from
all sinful reactions. Do not fear.

Many people say ….(unheard question)
• when you comes to others, then you give understanding and when you come to
ourselves we must not blame if you blaming then you cannot make progress in our
life
• If you have NICE observation
What is the significance of karna in MB?
• No one is black and white and everyone has dark side and how the person utilize
the side that give strengths and weaknesses
• Karna only helped and give him the duryodhan and
• Karna was not aware that someone is utilizing his strength to spread envy towards
world
How BG teaches to control the mind and how to identify that we are in the right path
that we are ?

• Krsna says that mind is the best servant and worst master and if you rule the mind

then you are the master of mind and if you make mind to rule you then you will
become slave of mind
• MAN-TRA makes us to come out from the trap of mind
• Krsna says that chisel is detachment and it means to observe whatever you have the
things that you do your best and you cannot and using that sharp intelligent and
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things that you do your best and you cannot and using that sharp intelligent and
habit and you can subdue our mind
• Habit and routine makes our mind to makes our routine in our mind
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